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It’s been a bit of turbulent year for Myanmar,
with the Rakhine conflict understandably
taking centre stage. That’s not to say progress
has stalled however; there have been plenty
of positive developments, especially within
the country’s travel and tourism sector.
From increased employment and hospitality
training provided by hotels and restaurants,
to community based tourism projects that are
helping with the preservation, promotion and
discovery of beautiful ancient cultures, the role
of the tourist is now more important than ever.
Featured within the following pages of this e-zine
are some of the most exciting developments we
believe should be showing up on your radar.

CBT

Make a difference
With the aim of relieving pressure on the ‘Big
Four’, whilst spreading the benefits associated
with tourism to more remote communities, the
last couple of years has seen a big increase
in the number of community based tourism
projects. Some are more thorough and certainly
more ‘community involved’ than others, but
the initiative has opened up some areas that
were previously off-limits to international
tourists, created jobs, encouraged the learning
of new skills, the preservation of culture and
the sharing of life experiences. Now is a great
time to get involved with this and the following
pages feature some of our favourite projects.

CBT

ITC Loikaw
Although they’re no longer directly involved,
the International Trade Centre (ITC) has been
working closely with the region’s community
members, guides and locally based tour operators
to develop a long-term, sustainable crossindustry initiative that will help to: improve the
quality of hospitality services, enhance the skills
of tourism-related entrepreneurs and community
leaders, reduce the environmental impact of
tourism services, improve general accessibility;
ensure priority is given to responsible tourism
projects and social enterprises, and create an
environment that encourages flows of visitors
and expenditures (direct and indirect) to the
benefit of local communities. With a daily
50-minute flight now connecting Yangon with
Loikaw, and nearby Inle Lake accessible by
road or boat, access to the region is now more
straight-forward and responsible than ever.

CBT

Irrawaddy conservation
No thanks to electric fishing, mercury poisoning,
accidental entanglement in fishing nets and
habitat degradation, it is no surprise that
Myanmar’s Irrawaddy dolphin population is close
to extinction; the number is currently estimated to
be somewhere in the region of 60. A small handful
of organisations including Harrison Institute and
WCS are working closely with seven cooperative
fishing villages (Singu, Myitkangyi, Sinkyun,
Ayekyun, Seinpankon, Myaysun and Intaung),
with the aim of increasing awareness on the
matter and providing support to the small handful
of skilled fisherman that work symbiotically
with the precious mammals on a daily basis.
NOTE: It is important to stress that the main
purpose of these experiences are not to see
the Irrawaddy dolphins, but to learn more
about the small fishing communities and
the challenges they and the dolphins face.

CBT

CIT Inle Lake
Establishing the first B&B project in the Pa’O
region aside, Community Involved Tourism
(CIT) aims to develop truly authentic local
experiences, bring a source of income to
otherwise ostracised communities, create more
job opportunities, maintain village traditions
and teach important skills such as cooking
techniques, general hygiene and customer
service. Through a variety of day return and
overnight trekking routes, adventure enthusiasts
can ‘get involved’ and immerse themselves in
Pa’O culture as much, or as little as they’d like.

Urban renewal

Mawlamyine
In its efforts to conserve historic and
colonial-era buildings in Mon State, the state
government is currently working to form a
conservation group by the end of this year
modelled on the Yangon Heritage Trust. There
are reportedly over 100 buildings in need of
conservation, which is no surprise seeing as
the city served as the first capital of British
Burma from 1826 to 1852. We predict that
this, along with a rail network line upgrade
scheduled for completion in 2019, will see
tourist numbers skyrocket in the coming years.

Urban renewal

Doh Ein
Doh Ein (“Our Home”) is a non-for-profit
social enterprise aimed at citizen-led heritage
conservation and urban renewal in Yangon.
Founded in 2015, their office brings together
skills in participatory research, design
thinking, urban planning and architecture.
They design solutions that improve private
and public spaces in Yangon for the benefit of
families, the community and the city at large.

Urban renewal

501 Merchant Street
After years of neglect, 501 Merchant Street had
fallen into a sorry state of disrepair. In 2016
however, Turquoise Mountain Trust, a foundation
supported by HRH the Prince of Wales, stepped
in and successfully restored the building back
to its former glory without displacing any of the
existing tenants and shopkeepers. Furthermore,
over 250 people were trained in traditional
building techniques, which will be sure to benefit
Yangon’s wider community for a very long time to
come. One of the best ways to leisurely appreciate
the building is to sit in the teashop and order a
cup of tea and some snacks on the bottom floor.

Urban renewal

Secretariat
Restotation work is currently being carried
out on the Secretariat (Minister’s Building)
in two stages. The first phase is expected to
be completed by the middle of 2018, with the
building partially opening to members of the
public. Excitingly, this will include the opening of
the old parliament (located in the centre of the
compound) and there’s even talks of the people
behind it operating a specialist tour that focuses
on the restoration of the building as it is being
carried out. If all goes to plan, the final phase
will take another two to three years to complete.

Urban renewal

Yawnghwe Haw
Yawnghwe (Nyaung Shwe) Haw, the residence
of Myanmar’s first President Sao Shwe Thaike,
in Yawnghwe Township, southern Shan State,
has opened to the public as a cultural museum.
The conference hall in the 100-year-old Haw is
a historic place where Myanmar’s independence
hero Gen Aung San and an ethnic delegation
led by Yawnghwe Saopha Sao Shwe Thaike
held talks on Feb 8, 1947 to sign the Panglong
Agreement on Feb. 12, an agreement for both
the mainland and ethnic areas in Myanmar to
claim independence together from the British.

Urban renewal

Yangon Water Bus
After a delay of three months, a water bus
service on Yangon’s rivers rolled out in October
2017, offering a new transport option to the
city’s 5.2 million residents. The first phase of the
project will see 13 boats connect Bohtataung
and Insein townships with seven stops inbetween. Three imported boats from Australia
which can carry each 180-230 passengers,
three boats from Thailand which can carry
60 passengers and seven locally constructed
boats which can carry 150 passengers will run
between 06:30 to 06:30 every day. A route to
Thanlyin’s also in the pipeline, which we’d expect
to be announced in the first half of next year.

Urban renewal

Circle Line
Upgrade work scheduled to be carried out on
Yangon’s Circle Line started in October 2017.
From now until the date of completion, only one
line will operate. This will also mean a reduction
of the number of carriages operating so delays,
increased journey time and crowded carriages
should be expected. These changes will have
more of an impact on the daily commuter, but
for the time being we’d still recommend making
a note of it. If all goes to plan, the estimated
completion date of the upgrade is May 2019.

Urban renewal

Mandalay Hill
With the opening of Kyaiktiyo (Golden Rock) and
Hpa-an’s cable car projects just around the corner,
you may be interested to know that talks for a third
one are under way. Sky Dream, a Korean Joint
Venture company has recently proposed that they
will invest USD20 million dollars into establishing
a cable car project up to the top of Mandalay Hill.
If parliament accepts, the construction will start
at the end of year and will take approximately
one year to complete. If all goes to plan,
we could see this operational by mid 2019.

Heritage conservation

Viewing mounds in Bagan
Viewing mounds from which to view the worldfamous Bagan pagodas have been opened in order
to reduce the number of people climbing the ageing
temples. The collapse of one of Shwenandaw’s
lower terraces in November 2017 has helped to
highlight the importance of doing something like
this even more. We understand that news of this
doesn’t sound as appealing and adventurous, but for
the sake of Bagan’s long-term preservation and the
traveller’s health and safety, it is important we give
them a try. Our favourite mound is the one northeast of Dhammayangyi; on one side you have a view
of a lake, and on the other, a wide sweeping view
of the ancient capital’s temple-strewn landscape.

Arts and crafts

Artisan goldsmiths
Turquoise
Mountain’s
artisan
workshop,
located on Shwe Taung Tan Road in the heart
of Yangon’s China Town, is the first of a series
of projects launched by the organisation.
Through the workshop, it aims to preserve
crafts at risk of dying out, provide training and
apprenticeship to artisans and promote the rich
traditions and practise of Myanmar’s crafts.
The workshop, housed in a restored building,
gives you a rare opportunity to learn about the
nearly extinct art of traditional goldsmithing.

Arts and crafts

Chu Chu
Located across the river from Yangon in Dala
Township, Chu Chu is turning rubbish collected
from the streets into recycled crafts, whilst at
the same time encouraging Dala and Yangon’s
residents to think differently about the impact of
waste. Inside the main entrance of Chu Chu’s
headquarters, which is also made from reclaimed
materials, you’ll find shelves stocked with belts
made from bicycle tyres and baskets woven
from empty tea packets. The remaining space
is used as a workspace where women work,
design and consult together at sewing machines,
fashioning purses from rubber inner-tubes and
necklaces from the pull tabs of soft-drink cans.

Events

Mingalarbar! Festival
It has just been confirmed that the Institut
Français de Birmanie’s Mingalabar! Festival will
take place on the 18th and 19th November 2017.
Last year’s performance saw two giant puppets
walk through the city, dancing mechanical
cranes, spinning BMX riders, Cirque du Soleil
style circus stunts, street dancers, a light show
projected on Yangon’s City Hall, fireworks over
Shwedagon and a classical music performance
that seamlessly combined Myanmar and
European styles. This year’s festivities will include
the illumination of Maha Bandula Park, an openair concert of Myanmar music through history
and a range of other artistic performances, the
next instalment is likely to be just as spectacular.

Accommodation

Salay River View Inn
Managed by passionate husband and wife team,
Mrs Win Thida Khine and Mr Tun Aung Hlaingnga Khu, the boutique inn boasts 14 small, yet
charming and luxurious guest rooms spread over
two floors. All rooms feature an external seating
area overlooking the lush river front garden of
Salay House, a restored 1906 colonial trader’s
warehouse. Complimentary breakfasts will be
included with all bookings and will be prepared by
the experienced team at Salay House. Although
it’s not technically a home stay, it certainly has
that feel due to kind nature of Ma Khine and
U Tun. Having met with Ma Khine in Salay a
number of occasions now, Tour Mandalay have
every confidence in their experience (Ma Khine
used to work as a guide for many years and U
Tun’s a doctor) and vision for this new venture.

Accommodation

Arakan Nature Lodge
For a truly authentic eco-tourism experience,
a stay the Arakan Nature Lodge in Southern
Rakhine State is an environment-loving,
culturally sensitive way to appreciate one of
Myanmar’s most beautiful, peaceful yet deprived
regions. The traditional Rakhine style housing
were planned and built individually with various
carpenter teams from villages around. This
has helped to ensure they’re all characterful,
unique in-style and constructed using locally
sourced, sustainable materials. The property
is also powered 24/7 by solar power (no diesel
generators here!) and in keeping with true eco
lodge practise, guests will be required to use
luxury self-composting toilets. The meals, all
of which are included, are based on traditional
recipes consisting of seafood and vegetables.
They even have a clay oven in which to cook bread;
eager bakers can of course lend a hand with this.

Accommodation

Wa Ale Resort
Wa Ale is a privately owned eco-tourism project
on the 9,000-acre island of Wa Ale, located in
the Lampi Marine National Park in the Myeik
Archipelago. Set to open their doors from
the second week of February, this intimate
and luxurious island retreat sits in a beautiful
protected cove, overlooking a pristine beach and
majestic rock formations. Here guests are invited
to experience the natural beauty of the Myeik
Archipelago in a luxury resort that encourages
responsible and sustainable care for the
environment. The standard rates will include, full
board (B/L/D), non-alcoholic beverages, house
wine, beer, internet and activities including
paddle boarding, kayaking, snorkelling, jungle
hikes and cultural visits. They will exclude;
premium wines, liquor and champagne, scuba
diving and spa treatments. On Tuesdays
and Saturdays the boat transfer to the island
will be provided on a complimentary basis.

Accommodation

Art of Sand
Managed by the same company as Sandoway
Resort, The Residence by Sandoway and
Yandabo Home, this promises to be a solid
4-star option for those that want the laid-back
feel of The Residence and the facilities of the
Sandoway Resort (without having to pay a
premium). The property occupies an idyllic palm
tree shaded, sandy stretch, which is usually a
lot less populated with other beachgoers due to
its location away from the main concentration
of popular hotels. The design is a mishmash of
traditional and contemporary styles, featuring
locally handmade hardwood framed doors,
windows and furniture. Facility wise, they’ll have
a swimming pool, bar, restaurant, gym, spa and
indoor cinema (similar to Sandoway Resort).

Accommodation

Loikaw Lodge
Did you know that the owner of Loikaw
Lodge, Jens-Uwe Parkitny, is a professional
photographer that specialises in the facial
tattoos of the Chin women? Not only is this one
of the best boutique properties in the country,
but the hallways leading to the bedrooms also
double up as exhibition space. A stay here is a
must recommend for photography enthusiasts.

Accommodation

Yandabo Home day boat
Yandabo Home now operates its own boat service,
meaning the property’s now possible to access all
year round. Previously, the property had to rely on
outsourcing to private boat companies, most of whom
choose not to operate outside of high season. One
of the benefits of travelling during the quieter Green
Season is that you’ll most likely get the place to yourself,
fewer groups stop here (because the majority of cruise
companies don’t operate), villagers have more time
for you and the village looks green and luscious.

Accommodation

Lotte Hotel Yangon
Although it’s not going to win any prizes for being
boutique, when you consider the build quality,
price, lakeside location, view of Shwedagon
(from the Premier Lake rooms) and the facilities, it
literally towers over the other modern four to fivestar competition. Although it’s located outside of
downtown (on the western edge of Inya Lake), we
believe this should also be viewed as a positive.
First is that it’s quiet, second is that you can easily
arrange a trip via Aung San Suu Kyi’s old house
(now the NLD HQ) on most excursions, third is that
it’s closer to some of Yangon’s best restaurants
(SEEDS, Le Planteur and Shwe Sa Bwe), and last
but not least, it’s much easier to get to and from
the airport making it an especially good option for
anyone looking to overnight in Yangon at the end.

Accommodation

Pan Pacific Yangon
Occupying the same building as the recently
opened Junction City shopping mall, the 25-storey
hotel stands tall in a spot across the road from
Bogyoke Aung San Market and the Holy Trinity
Cathedral, built by Robert Chisholm in 1894.
From the moment you arrive at the hotel’s lobby
on the 6th floor, there’s an immediate sense of
WOW. The coffee toned interior exudes style
and class, with the huge floor to ceiling windows
affording a unique, and surprisingly green view of
downtown Yangon’s western quarters. If you’re
looking for a centrally located, polished 5-star
option, the Pan Pacific ticks all of the boxes. Tour
Mandalay would not hesitate to recommend.

Accommodation

Excelsior Yangon
Yangon Excelsior, a five-star colonial boutique
hotel, is expected to open by the end of the year.
The hotel, located in downtown (down a narrow
street opposite Bogyoke Aung San Market), will
be housed in a restored five-story colonial building
which used to serve as the trading headquarters
of the Steel Brothers Company. Upon completion
Yangon Excelsior, managed by the Apple Tree
Group, will feature 74 rooms and two F&B outlets.

Accommodation

Kempinski Yangon
The Heritage Hotel Kempinski Yangon, with its
majestic building, has been carefully restored
from the inside out, to preserve the spirit
and grandeur of its origin. It will play host to
glorious events, fascinating conversations
and global travellers’ dreams. It will pave the
way to the revival of the city harbour, which is
destined to become a promenade lined with
other reawakened architectural landmarks.

Accommodation

Peninsula Yangon
The former Myanmar Railway Headquarters is in
the process of being renovated by the Peninsula
Hotel Group. The fate of the old Burma Railways
headquarters has long been in the limelight due
to its enormous potential as a tourist attraction,
its historic importance and its central location
in downtown Yangon. The heritage building
dates back to the 1880s and is one of the oldest
existing colonial buildings in the city. Once
complete, we predict this will become one of the
most sought-after classic five-star options in the
whole of South East Asia, comfortably competing
with the likes of Mandarin Oriental Bangkok.

Accommodation

The Strand Hotel
The Strand’s been busy. Not only have they
refurbished the entire property from top to
bottom, launched a luxury river cruise, and
redesigned all of their restaurant and bar menus,
but they’re also planning to open a swimming
pool, new therapy rooms and a well-equipped
fitness centre. Tour Mandalay are particularly
looking forward to the swimming pool, which in
The Strand’s words is described as, “An oasis
of calm in the busy city, a perfect place for a
relaxing day by the pool away from the bustle
of life.” If you didn’t have enough reasons to
book a stay here already, there’s a few more.

Accommodation

Hotel G
Every one of Hotel G’s guestrooms has a unique
city view, varying from Yaw Min Gyi’s rusty
colonial rooftops to Yangon Central Railway
Station. With a stool and narrow desk running
just beneath the double-glazed windows,
guests will enjoy a peaceful vantage point over
frequently busy local spots. The interior design
of each compact room is modern, colourful and
trendy in-style, with locally inspired artwork and
quality furnishings used throughout. With one
of the hippest eateries in town (Babett) located
on the ground floor, a Real Fitness gym (one
of the best brands of its kind in Myanmar) and
a reasonable price tag, this has fast become
one of our favourite mid-range options in town.

Cruises

Irrawaddy Explorer
The Irrawaddy Explorer, a new addition to
Ayravata’s fleet, will now operate a nine night
Pyay to Mandalay cruise. The vessel offers
classic, spacious cabins – all with balconies
– and although it is one of the larger ships,
it still manages to provide a relaxed, family
feel. The highlight however, is the itinerary
itself. Whilst stopping at the must-see sights,
it also visits some lesser known areas such as
Magway, Min Hla Fort and historic Pyay which
are normally more difficult to access but can
be toured easily from the Irrawaddy Explorer.
We feel this nine night sailing on the
Irrawaddy Explorer is a solid 4-star option
for clients wanting a good value, longer
cruise with some unique additions thrown in.

Cruises

Andaman Explorer
Adding to the slim offering in Myanmar’s Mergui
Archipelago, the MY Andaman Explorer is
Pandaw’s latest venture. Built originally a Norway
coast guard vessel it has been transformed
over the years into a classic 1960’s style motor
yacht. Offering 10 cabins each with private
bathroom, air-conditioned dining room and
an open-air lounge bar, it currently operates
seven-night return sailings from Kawthaung.
Although Tour Mandalay are yet to test it, we
feel the Andaman Explorer will offer a more
spacious and comfortable cruising experience
for perhaps, the more sophisticated client.

Restaurants

Secret Home
Ma Kyi Kyi, Tour Mandalay’s Regional
Operations Manager, has just opened the Secret
House restaurant in Bagan. Serving fresh,
locally sourced produce in what’s effectively her
living room, the restaurant boasts an abundance
of charm, character and a warm homely vibe.
With Myanmar and Western options, there’s
something for everyone, although it would be a
crime not to choose Myanmar seeing as most
of the recipes are based on Ma Kyi Kyi’s very
own. Guests can also enjoy a beverage in the
garden’s quaint coffee and juice bar. A stop here
for lunch can easily be incorporated into full day
Bagan touring, but due to its small size, making
a reservation in advance is strongly advised.

Restaurants

The Strand Restaurant
Following the hotel’s refurbishment, we
are excited that The Strand Restaurant
has also undergone a massive makeover.
Now managed by Executive Chef Christian
Martena and his exceptional wife, it offers
outstanding European cuisine with modern
flair, with Christian’s creative genius showing
through at every point. We’d highly recommend
6-course Surprise Tasting Menu however, a
diverse a la carte menu and accompanying
lengthy wine list are also just as noteworthy.
Only open from Thursday to Saturday (18:30 –
22:30) The Strand Restaurant is a true gastronomic
experience and is currently Tour Mandalay’s
favourite fine dining restaurant in Yangon.

Restaurants

ORNG Kitchen
Orng Kitchen is probably one of the most
unassuming fine dining restaurants in Yangon
and hence, it is one of the most exciting. Chef
Orng is the brains behind it, classically trained
in Edinburgh, he focuses on using fresh,
sustainable, locally sourced produce to create
his European-inspired dishes. The cuisine is
well-executed and fantastic value but most of
all, it is served in a no frills, relaxed setting.
Food of this standard for such a reasonable
price is incredibly difficult to find in Myanmar so
it’s no surprise the expats are raving about it.
Orng Kitchen is located in Lanmadaw Township,
in the western part of downtown Yangon.

Restaurants

Daung Lann Gyi
Daung Lann Gyi have just opened up a new
restaurant in Mandalay. If you’re not familiar
with Daung Lann Gyi already, it’s a traditional
Burmese restaurant that serves its dishes on
large, drum-like circular trays. Before tables and
chairs, Myanmar people would sit around trays
such as these with friends and family, pile on top
a mountain of food (salads, rice, curries, soup,
or whatever they could get hold of) and eat using
only their hands. With nothing to separate the
food, it was common for the items to mix together,
with the soup usually being left until they very
end (this would be slurped up at the very end).
Nowadays, the dishes are separated by smaller
bowls and come with spoons for serving, but the
communal feel of the experience is still the same.

Restaurants

SEEDS
The last couple of years have seen some great
restaurants come and go in Yangon, but mark
our words when we say that SEEDS Yangon is
here to stay. Not only does it have one of the
best lakeside locations in the city, but Lucia and
Felix are bringing with them a wealth of cultural,
culinary and operational experience from Le
Planteur. Due to its small size (similar to Shwe
Sa Bwe, but with a lakeside location) it’s likely to
feel quiet and relaxed even when fully booked.
This will be a big pull for diners looking to avoid
some of the busier fine dining establishments
seemingly popular with groups. From the plates
to the restaurant’s interior design, Lucia’s
evidently put her heart and soul into this project
and the fact she’s backed by her husband, a
Michelin-starred chef, only makes the experience
more genuine, connected and unique.
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